Lucy

Lucy was a 6-year-old whose owner was moving to a nursing home suffering from dementia. She had lived in a large home in Connecticut with many gardens, two cats, and someone was always home. Her owner had Clumbers for many years, were part of an active family life, and they were always in wonderful condition.

Sadly, as Lucy's owner began to decline, it also affected her health as well. She had become terribly overweight and suffered from multiple skin, eye, and ear infections. While family frequently visited to check on the owners, no one noticed Lucy's health issues. This is not at all uncommon, the focus is on the health of the owner and the dog simply lives with changed living conditions.

Lucy went to live in Pennsylvania with a longtime Clumber home who had three males and had recently lost their female. She has a large yard to explore (she always loved being outside) and plenty of companionship. Lucy is quite a character and enjoys being a diva with her gang of Clumber boys but gets along with them very well. She has a new diet and is becoming svelte. She loves her vegetables!

Shortly after her placement, her original owner passed away. Her family is so glad Lucy has the life she would've wanted for her filled with much interaction and love.